A LETTER FROM BRYAN & DONNA

We thank you for your interest in our company and the craftsmen who create our products the good old-fashioned, American way – with the highest quality materials and meticulous attention to detail. At Barn Light Electric, concepts like customer service, ingenuity, and creativity are at the forefront of our work.

In reviving the lost art of manufacturing porcelain enamel lighting, we have brought back what once was a thriving component of the American economy.

Popular back in the 1930’s when barn-style lighting was prevalent on American farms and in factories, porcelain lighting faded away when less expensive manufacturing techniques were created. Money was saved, but quality and durability were lost. Today, our metal artisans use a hands-on process to create beautiful and functional works of art for the home and for commercial businesses. This rare manufacturing process guarantees the highest quality for our customers. No two porcelain shades will ever be exactly alike – they are true originals. And we have merged these classic designs with the very latest in LED technology to give you the option of highly efficient and environmentally friendly lighting. We love what we do at Barn Light Electric and are proud to create a unique form of lighting that will add timeless beauty to any space and provide a lifetime of use.

Bryan & Donna Scott
Founders of Barn Light Electric Co.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
A glimpse into our manufacturing facility illustrates the hands-on approach we take when constructing our fixtures. Each and every step of the process is completed with careful attention paid to the finer details. Our team of talented metal spinners, enamellers, powder coaters and assemblers work diligently to ensure the highest quality products for our customers.
“My goal was to take these fixtures and keep them American made, to be proud of what we do.”

— Bryan Scott, Owner of Barn Light Electric
We love people with a Passion.

And just like our fervent devotion to vintage-inspired lighting, the people at Rafterhouse are dedicated to the careful renovation and preservation of post-war era ranch homes. Austin King and business partner Chris Liles have focused their Phoenix, Arizona, business on transforming these spaces into modern-day dream homes.

“We hate seeing ranch homes lose their charm,” Austin says. “We strive to build, enhance, and upgrade these homes while staying true to their historical roots and the character and integrity of the neighborhoods they reside in.”

A recent project, located in the Arcadia neighborhood of Phoenix, involved a thorough remodel where a “substantial chunk” was demolished and another 1,000 square feet of living space was added. In the dining room, the design team chose a pair of 16” Porcelain Sinclair Shades in a bright white finish. These fixtures were customized with a standard black cord and a polished brass socket with a paddle switch.

“A good chandelier is hard to find, so we wanted to go with a double pendant — something we had never done before,” Austin explains. “The farmhouse style of the pendants paired well with the rustic, natural feel of the large, truss-like beam crossing the great room. The white color pops appropriately with the gray wall color and the brass socket ties in well with the brass fixtures and cabinetry hardware in the adjacent kitchen,” Austin says. “The Sinclair Pendant is a bit softer and gentler in shape than a traditional barn style shade. This allows the vintage Edison style bulb to be seen and the light to disperse a bit more evenly across the dining room table.”

Photo Courtesy of Karie Denny // Ace and Whim
IVANHOE® SINCLAIR PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations

As shown in 250-White / 16” / BP-Brass Socket and Paddle Switch/ SBK-Standard Black Cord
An icon of early 20th century barn lighting, the rugged gooseneck lights making up the Goodrich® Collection benefit from the revival of porcelain enamel. Using a process that was once a staple of the lighting industry, we hand-spin each shade from commercial grade steel then apply three layers of porcelain glass. Fired at extremely high temperatures, the result is a durable finish and glistening surface—never fading or corroding. Easily customized with finish color, gooseneck arm style, and other options like wire cages and cast guards, these gooseneck lights take on the look of any space. Stylish enough for any residential décor and rugged enough for commercial settings.
THE GOODRICH® UNION
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 150-Black / 14” / G14 Arm

THE BRIDGEPORT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 455-Cherry Red / 14” / G15 Arm / TGG-Hexagon Cast Guard & Smoke Crackle Glass

THE GOODRICH® DOMINION
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 250-White / 16” / G15 Arm

THE REGALIA EMBLEM
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 355-Jadite / 8” / G22 Arm

THE SYRACUSE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 650-Bronze / 16” / G7 Arm / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Honey Crackle Glass

THE GOODRICH® HUSKY
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: G19 Gooseneck Arm
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 17” / G19 Brushed Aluminum Arm
THE GOODRICH® DINO
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 550-Yellow / 12” / G15 Brushed Aluminum Arm

THE CHICAGO
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple | 975-Galvanized
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 12” / G15 Arm / Ribbed Glass

THE GOODRICH® AVALON
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 250-White / 16” / G24 Arm / Wire Cage

THE CLEVELAND
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple | 975-Galvanized
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 355-Jadite / 14” / G22 Arm

THE GOODRICH® SINCLAIR
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 355-Jadite / 14” / G22 Arm

THE ROCHESTER
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple | 975-Galvanized
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 14” / G15 Arm / WGG-Wire Guard in 975-Galvanized & Clear Crackle Glass
The most rugged ceiling pendant you can buy, our collection of Benjamin® Stem Mount Pendants are suitable for dry, damp or wet locations thanks to the sturdy stem mounting. Featuring shades that are hand crafted from commercial grade steel, this collection of ceiling pendants offers classic RLM styling with hints of modern design. Easy to customize with a variety of durable porcelain enamel finish colors, a Benjamin® Stem Mount Pendant will offer a lifetime of use in both residential and commercial settings with a high-gloss finish that will never fade or corrode.

BENJAMIN® STEM MOUNT PENDANTS
First row, from left: The Benjamin® Dino, 12” in 455-Cherry Red with 12” Galvanized Stem; The Benjamin® Sky Chief, 16” in 350-Vintage Green with 18” Stem; The Benjamin® Bomber, 15” in 650-Bronze with 12” Stem with Wire Cage. **Second row, from left:** The Benjamin® Union, 14” in 150-Black with 12” Galvanized Stem with CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Clear Glass; The Benjamin® Wilcox, 16” in 355-Jadite with Flush Mount; The Benjamin® Aero, 14” in 250-White with 12” Stem. **Third row, from left:** The Benjamin® Seaside Radial Wave, 12” in 550-Yellow with 12” Galvanized Stem; The Benjamin® Esso, 10” in 750-Cobalt Blue with 12” Galvanized Stem; The Benjamin® Avalon, 14” in 850-Graphite with 12” Stem.
THE BENJAMIN® DOMINION
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 765-Delphite Blue / 14” / 12” Galvanized Stem

THE BENJAMIN® STERLING DEEP CONE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 12” / 12” Galvanized Stem / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Clear Glass

THE BENJAMIN® CONOCO
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 250-White / 10” / 12” Galvanized Stem

THE BENJAMIN® MARATHON
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 550-Yellow / 16” / 12” Galvanized Stem

THE BENJAMIN® SINCALIR
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 150-Black / 16” / 12” Stem

THE ROCHESTER
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 250-White / 16” / 12” Stem / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard in 975-Galvanized & Frosted Glass
THE BRIDGEPORT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple | 975-Galvanized
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 150-Black / 14" / 12" Stem / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Frosted Glass

THE CHICAGO
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple | 975-Galvanized
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 850-Graphite / 18" / 18" Stem / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard in 975-Galvanized & Ribbed Glass

THE SYRACUSE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple | 975-Galvanized
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 650-Bronze / 16" / 12" Stem / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard in 975-Galvanized & Honey Crackle Glass

THE SINCLAIR STEM & LOOP
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Stem & Loop
Stem & Canopy Finish: Nickel or Natural Brass
Cord Options: Black or Putty Cotton Twist Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations

As shown in 355-Jadite / 10" / 12" Stem / Nickel with Nickel Knob Switch with Black Cotton Twist Cord

THE CLEVELAND
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple | 975-Galvanized
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 12" / 12" Stem / WGG-Wire Guard in 975-Galvanized & Clear Crackle Glass

THE BENJAMIN® WILCOX
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 16" / 18" Stem

ALSO AVAILABLE IN LED
IVANHOE® CORD HUNG PENDANTS

Porcelain enamel lighting was traditionally used in exterior or industrial applications because of its durable finish. The Ivanhoe® Collection of cord hung pendant lights brings the durability of porcelain enamel into the home with a variety of shade styles, finish colors, and cording options. Cord hung pendants are ideal for kitchen islands, dining rooms, bedrooms or even screened porches. Dress up this high-gloss, low-maintenance porcelain enamel pendant with a colored cotton twist cord.
First row, from left: The Ivanhoe® Sinclair, 12” in 850-Graphite with Nickel Socket and Knob Switch with TBK-Black Cotton Twist Cord; The Ivanhoe® Sky Chief, 14” in 765-Delphite Blue with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Ivanhoe® Union, 14” in 150-Black with CSBG-Black & Gold Cloth Cord. Second row, from left: The Ivanhoe® Seaside Radial Wave, 14” in 250-White with CSR-Red Cloth Cord; The Ivanhoe® Mig in 355-Jadite with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Ivanhoe® Wilcox, 16” in 350-Vintage Green with CSBW-Black and White Cloth Cord. Third row, from left: The Ivanhoe® Avalon, 12” in 650-Bronze with TPT-Putty Cotton Twist Cord with Wire Cage in 975-Galvanized; The Ivanhoe® Aero, 12” in 455-Cherry Red with CRZ-Red Chevron Cord; The Ivanhoe® Bomber, 15” in 750-Cobalt Blue with SWH-Standard White Cord with CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Clear Glass
THE IVANHOE® STERLING DEEP CONE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 850-Graphite / 14” / Wire Cage / TBK-Black Cotton Twist Cord

THE IVANHOE® GLADSTONE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 355-Jadite / 6” / Nickel Socket with Knob Switch / CSRW-Red & White Cloth Cord

THE IVANHOE® CONOCO FLAT CONE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 250-White / 12” / Nickel Socket with Knob Switch / TBB-Brown & Beige Chevron Cotton Twist Cord / Nostalgic Edison-Style Victorian 25 Watt Light Bulb

THE IVANHOE® DOMINION

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 12” / CBK-Black Cotton Cord

THE IVANHOE® DINO

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 455-Cherry Red / 12” / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Clear Glass / CRZ-Red Chevron Cotton Cord

THE IVANHOE® SINCLAIR SPOKE TOP

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 850-Graphite / 10” / 705-Navy Cup with Arms and Turn Key Switch / TBW-Black & White Chevron Twist Cord
THE IVANHOE® ESSO
Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations  
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 250-White / 10” / CSGW-Gold & White Cloth Cord

THE CLEVELAND
Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations  
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 150-Black / 14” / Honey Crackle Glass / CSBB-Black & Brown Cloth Cord

THE BRIDGEPORT
Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations  
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 550-Yellow / 16” / Ribbed Glass / CMG-Grey Cotton Cord

THE ROCHESTER
Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations  
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 12” / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Smoke Crackle Glass / SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE SYRACUSE
Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations  
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 650-Bronze / 16” / WGG-Wire Guard in 975-Galvanized & Honey Crackle Glass / CSGW-Gold & White Cloth Cord

Also available in LED
Inspired by the works of American painter and abstract expressionist Jackson Pollock, this collection showcases our modern-style porcelain barn lighting. Our talented porcelain enamel artisans show off their skills as they incorporate Pollock’s unique drip painting style into this exclusive collection.

Opposite page, first row, from left: The Pollock No. 01, 10” with SWH-Standard White Cord; The Pollock No. 02, 8” with SWH-Standard White Cord; The Pollock No. 03, 8” with SBK-Standard Black Cord. Second row, from left: The Pollock No. 04, 8” with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Pollock No. 05, 12” with SWH-Standard White Cord; The Pollock No. 06, 10” with SBK-Standard Black Cord. Third row, from left: The Pollock No. 07, 10” with SWH-Standard White Cord; The Pollock No. 08, 8” with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Pollock No. 09, 10” with SWH-Standard White Cord. Fourth row, from left: The Pollock No. 11, 10” with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Pollock No. 12, 12” with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Pollock No. 14, 10” with SWH-Standard White Cord
THE STEBER AVALON

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included / 8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent  
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 16” / 975-Galvanized Chain with CSGW - Gold & White Cloth Cord
STEober Chain Hung Pendants

This selection of vintage-inspired shades plays up the industrial heritage of barn lighting by sporting a rugged chain mounting. Complementing a variety of design aesthetics — ranging from contemporary and trendy to more traditional looks—these stylish shades are reinforced by high quality, commercial grade materials. Porcelain enamel offers a vibrant surface to infuse color while requiring minimal upkeep. Let your new pendant carry your personal tastes by finishing it with a matching finish and cord style.

The Steber Wilcox

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included / 8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 150-Black / 16” / 110-Black Chain with CSBW-Black & White Cloth Cord

The Steber Bomber

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included / 8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 850-Graphite / 17” / 975-Galvanized Chain with SBK-Standard Black Cord

Also available in LED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Finish: Multiple</th>
<th>Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included &amp; 8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord</th>
<th>Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.</th>
<th>Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent</th>
<th>Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.</th>
<th>Number of Sockets: 1</th>
<th>Use: Multiple</th>
<th>As shown in</th>
<th>Chain with</th>
<th>Cord Color:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE STEBER DINO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750-Cobalt Blue / 12” / 210-White</td>
<td>SBK-Standard Black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE STEBER SKY CHIEF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>150-Black / 12” / 110-Black Chain with CSBB-Black &amp; Brown Cord</td>
<td>SBK-Standard Black &amp; Brown Cord</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE STEBER ESSO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>455-Cherry Red / 10” / 411-Cherry Red Chain with CSBW-Black &amp; White Cloth Cord</td>
<td>CSBW-Black &amp; White Cord</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE STEBER UNION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>756-Delphite Blue / 10” / 210-White</td>
<td>SWH-Standard White Cord</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE STEBER STERLING DEEP CONE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included &
8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with
cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Multiple

As shown in 150-Black / 16” / 110-Black Chain with
SWH-Standard White Cord / Wire Cage

THE CHICAGO

Finish: Multiple
Mounting Finish: 975-Galvanized
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included &
8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Multiple

As shown in 355-Jadite / 16” / Ribbed Glass /
SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE STEBER AERO

Finish: Multiple
Mounting Finish: 975-Galvanized
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included &
8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with
cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Multiple

As shown in 850-Graphite / 16” / 110-Black Chain with
SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE CLEVELAND

Finish: Multiple
Mounting Finish: 975-Galvanized
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included &
8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Multiple

As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 12” / WGG-Wire
Guard in 975-Galvanized & Clear Crackle Glass /
c3GW-Gold & White Cloth Cord

THE BRIDGEPORT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting Finish: 975-Galvanized
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included &
8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Multiple

As shown in 455-Cherry Red / 14” / Smoke Crackle
Glass / CRZ-Red Chevron Cord

THE SYRACUSE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting Finish: 975-Galvanized
Mounting: Standard 36” of Chain Included &
8’ of Standard Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Multiple

As shown in 250-White / 12” / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast
Guard in 975-Galvanized & Smoke Crackle Glass /
SWH-Standard White Cord

ALSO AVAILABLE IN LED
Rooted in early 20th century lighting designs, the Wheeler™ Collection of wall sconces unites our most popular shade shapes with wall-hugging mounts. The narrow profile of these wall lights lends barn styles to the tighter areas of your home, such as hallways, entryways and powder rooms — along with outdoor areas. Each shade is coated with a base layer of porcelain glass, and is then fired in a high-temperature oven to solidify the bond between the steel and porcelain. Two more layers — in your choice of color — are added to create a high-gloss, low-maintenance finish. Crafted to provide years of service, Wheeler™ Wall Sconces withstand installation in commercial applications elevating the décors of boutique retail stores, restaurants and office spaces.
THE KAO SCHOOLHOUSE FLUSH MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Flush
Fitter Material: Ceramic Porcelain
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 311-Jadite / Small Glass with Single Stripe
THE KAO COLLECTION

Inspired by Pass & Seymour’s Alabax line, our Kao Collection makes its introduction with a modern twist. Prominent throughout the 50s in hotels, hospitals and homes, these solid porcelain ceramic lights fit any home. The vibrant, lively finishes available for this collection will elevate any décor with a fashionable new look.

More than light fixtures

The Porcelain Enamel Dinnerware Collection

Beautiful yet functional, our collection of porcelain enamel dinnerware is hand crafted to last a lifetime.
First row, from left: Porcelain Enamelware 8 oz. Cups in 250-White / 860-Graphite & White Graniteware; Copper Cup 8 oz.
Third row, from left: Porcelain Enamelware Dessert Plates in 150-Black with 850-Graphite Top Finish / 455-Cherry Red with 150-Black Top Finish / 760-Cobalt Blue & White Speckles with 750-Cobalt Blue Top Finish
Fourth Row, from left: Copper Nesting Bowls; Enamelware Bowls in Mixed Colors / 750-Cobalt Blue
With a look indebted to the fixtures found on early 20th century farms, our selection of gooseneck lights partners classic RLM warehouse shades with vivid finish colors. A worthy addition to any residential or commercial space, these gooseneck lights are made in the United States using only commercial grade materials. Customize these wall lights to mirror your personal style using our selection of powder coat finishes, gooseneck arm angles and optional wire cages and cast guards, giving your space its own distinct look.
First row, from left: The Original™, 16” in 300-Dark Green with G6 Brushed Aluminum Arm; The Cherokee Uplight, 18” in 705-Navy with Honey Crackle Glass with G11 Arm; The Brisbane, 16” in 705-Navy with Guard in 200-White & Honey Crackle Glass with G22 Galvanized Arm. Second row, from left: The Universal, 14” in 400-Barn Red with G22 Arm; The Hitchen Post, 16” in 100-Black with G19 Arm; The Old Dixie, 17” in 700-Royal Blue with G22 Brushed Aluminum Arm. Third row, from left: The Sydney, 14” in 975-Galvanized with Guard in 400-Barn Red & Clear Glass with G22 Arm; The Maritime Yard Light, 14” in 200-White with G27 Galvanized Arm; The Emblem Sign Light, 8” in 400-Barn Red with G24 Arm.
THE WESCO
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 600-Bronze / 10” / G8 Arm / Wire Cage

THE STARFIRE RADIAL WAVE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 400-Barn Red / 14” / G22 Arm / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Ribbed Glass

THE ASHLAND
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 200-White / 12” / G26 Arm

THE DISTRICT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 705-Navy / 16” / G12 Arm

THE BANTAM ARTESIA
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 975-Galvanized / 8” / G26 Arm

THE BONSAI
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 420-Orange / G24 Arm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Mounting</th>
<th>Backplate Dimensions</th>
<th>Wattage Per Socket</th>
<th>Number of Sockets</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>As Shown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE CHATEAU</strong></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>4 ¾“ Dia.</td>
<td>200W Standard Incandescent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CSA Listed for Wet Locations</td>
<td>500-Buttery Yellow / G22 Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE ASTRO VENTED</strong></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>4 ¾“ Dia.</td>
<td>200W Standard Incandescent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CSA Listed for Damp Locations</td>
<td>307-Emerald Green / 16” / Narrow Slot Vents / G6 Brushed Aluminum Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL GUARD</strong></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>4 ¾“ Dia.</td>
<td>100W Standard Incandescent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CSA Listed for Wet Locations</td>
<td>975-Galvanized / G11 Arm / WGG-Wire Guard &amp; Frosted Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE DRAKE</strong></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>4 ¾“ Dia.</td>
<td>200W Standard Incandescent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CSA Listed for Wet Locations</td>
<td>307-Jadite / G22 Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE INDUSTRIAL GUARD</strong></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>4 ¾“ Dia.</td>
<td>100W Standard Incandescent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CSA Listed for Wet Locations</td>
<td>311-Jadite / G26 Arm / CGG-Standard Cast Guard &amp; Ribbed Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LARAMIE</strong></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>4 ¾“ Dia.</td>
<td>200W Standard Incandescent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CSA Listed for Wet Locations</td>
<td>300-Dark Green / 16” / G22 Arm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.*
BARN GOOSENECKS

THE ORIGINAL™ VENTED
- Finish: Multiple
- Mounting: Multiple
- Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
- Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
- Number of Sockets: 1
- Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 705-Navy / 14” / Circle Vents / G1 Brushed Aluminum Arm

THE WESCO VENTED
- Finish: Multiple
- Mounting: Multiple
- Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
- Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
- Number of Sockets: 1
- Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 100-Black / 16” / Narrow Slot Vents / G6 Arm

THE CHESTNUT
- Finish: Multiple
- Mounting: Multiple
- Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
- Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
- Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
- Number of Sockets: 1
- Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 16” / G22 Arm / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Frosted Glass

THE FLUTED SHADE
- Finish: Multiple
- Mounting: Multiple
- Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
- Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
- Number of Sockets: 1
- Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 800-Industrial Grey / 12” / G12 Black Arm

THE WESCO UPLIGHT
- Finish: Multiple
- Mounting: Multiple
- Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
- Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
- Number of Sockets: 1
- Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 200-White / 14” / G26 Arm / Wire Cage in 975-Galvanized

THE CIRCLE B FLAT CONE
- Finish: Multiple
- Mounting: Multiple
- Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
- Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
- Number of Sockets: 1
- Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 105-Textured Black / 10” / G12 Arm
THE SKYLARK
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 605-Rust / 16” / G8 Arm

THE ORIGINAL™ 24” & 28”
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 200-White / 24” / G40 Arm

THE DUAL ARM EMBLEM SIGN LIGHT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Straight Arm
(Multiple Projection Lengths Available)
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 12” / 24” Arm

THE DUAL ARM ANGLE SIGN LIGHT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Straight Arm
(Multiple Projection Lengths Available)
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 100-Black / 12” / 12” Arm

THE DUAL ARM WAREHOUSE SIGN LIGHT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Straight Arm
(Multiple Projection Lengths Available)
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 2
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 100-Black / 14” / 12” Arm

THE FRONTIER ANGLE SHADE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 300-Dark Green / 10” / G15 Arm

Also available in LED
The newest location of Woody’s Bar-B-Q in Cocoa, Florida, exudes a warm and friendly atmosphere created in part with rustic guard-and-glass pendants, wall sconces, and chandeliers. American made from commercial grade materials, these rugged light fixtures feature a galvanized finish and contrasting red cast guard that can withstand the high-traffic of the restaurant. The result is a unique look that becomes an integral part of the overall design and branding of Woody’s.

THE SYDNEY PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord 16’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 12”/ 400-Barn Red Guard & Ribbed Glass / CSB-Black Cloth Cord
The Sydney Cord Hung Pendant and The Orbiter Chandelier provide illumination for tables in the bar area.

THE ORBITER CHANDELIER
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
(Multiple Projection Lengths Available)
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 4
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 12” Stem / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Frosted Glass

THE STREAMLINE INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE
Finish: Multiple
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 6 1/2” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Only when mounted vertically)

As shown in 600-Bronze / WGG-Wire Guard & Clear Glass

THE SYDNEY PENDANT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 12”/100-Black Guard & SMK-Smoke Crackle Glass / CSBW-Black and White Cloth Cord

THE SYDNEY INDUSTRIAL GOOSENECK
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 12”/ 400-Barn Red Guard & Clear Glass / G22 Arm

The Sydney Cord Hung Pendant and The Orbiter Chandelier provide illumination for tables in the bar area.
Whether you have a large commercial venue or are looking to renovate a small residential room, there’s something for everyone in our vast assortment of Ceiling Lighting. With styles ranging from vintage to modern—industrial to mid-century—any space can receive the decorative touches imbued by our pendants. Our customization options grant the chance to create a ceiling pendant capable of reflecting your specific tastes, continuing already-defined styles or becoming the basis of new designs.
First row, from left: The Original™ Warehouse Flush Mount, 18” in 975-Galvanized with Wire Cage; The Benjamin Industrial, 10” in 307-Emerald Green with Black Cup with Arms with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Laramie, 12” in 105-Textured Black with SBK-Standard Black Cord. Second row, from left: The Cherokee Uplight, 16” in 605-Rust with Frosted Glass with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Fargo in 995-Raw Copper with Mahogany Cup with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Brisbane, 12” in 975-Galvanized with 400-Barn Red Guard & Clear Glass with CSR-Red Cloth Cord. Third row, from left: The Getty, 8” in 200-White with Brass Socket & Knob Switch with SWH-Standard White Cord; The Old Dixie, 15” in 600-Bronze with CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Clear Glass with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Homestead, Clear Ribbed Glass with Galvanized Cup & Turn Key Switch with TRD-Red Cotton Twist Cord.
CEILING LIGHTING

THE ECLIPSE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 10" / SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE ORIGINAL™ VENTED

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 200-White / 16" / Narrow Slot Vents / CMG-Grey Cotton Cord

THE WESCO INDUSTRIAL UPLIGHT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 12" / Wire Cage in 975-Galvanized / SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE OUTBACK

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 390-Teal / 20" / 100-Black Guard & Ribbed Glass / CSBW-Black & White Cloth Cord

THE ASTRO VENTED

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 16" / Narrow Slot Vents / SWH-Standard White Cord

THE STARFIRE RADIAL WAVE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 100-Black / 12" / SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE OUTBACK

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 6' of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 390-Teal / 20" / 100-Black Guard & Ribbed Glass / CSBW-Black & White Cloth Cord
THE ASHLAND
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 100-Black / 12” / CSBG-Black & Gold Cloth Cord

THE FARGO STEM & LOOP
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Stem & Loop in Nickel or Natural Brass with Black or Putty Cotton Twist Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 12” Natural Brass Stem / TPT-Putty Cotton Twist Cord / Wire Cage

THE DRAKE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 800-Industrial Grey / 14” / TBK-Black Cotton Twist Cord / Wire Cage

THE UNIVERSAL
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 700-Royal Blue / 16” / CSUW-Blue & White Cloth Cord

THE SKYLARK
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 500-Buttery Yellow / 14” / SWH-Standard White Cord

THE MARITIME
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 200-White / 16” / CSBP-Black & Pink Cloth Cord

also available in LED
THE INDUSTRIAL GUARD PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 975-Galvanized / SBK-Standard Black Cord / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Ribbed Glass

THE BREWSTER PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 600-Bronze / CSBB-Black & Brown Cloth Cord / Honey Crackle Glass

THE ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL GUARD PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations (Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 300-Dark Green / SBK-Standard Black Cord / WGG-Wire Guard & Clear Glass
THE BLUE COLLAR PENDANT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations  
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 12” / SBK-Standard Black Cord / Ribbed Glass

THE ATOMIC TOPLESS INDUSTRIAL GUARD PENDANT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations  
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 200-White / SBK-Standard Black Cord / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Smoke Crackle Glass

THE FLUSH MOUNT GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Flush Mount Ceiling & Wall Mount  
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 3/4” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
(Only When Mounted Vertically)

As shown in 100-Black / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Clear Crackle Glass

ALSO AVAILABLE IN LED
A BRIGHT COLLABORATION: VERONICA VALENCIA COLLECTION

Our exclusive Veronica Valencia Collection marks the beginning of fresh perspectives and innovative colors for vivid industrial lighting. Radiating in some of Veronica’s favorite pastel and vibrant hues, these classic lights are “the epitome of happiness in pendant form” according to the LA-based designer. Available in a variety of sizes, colors, and mountings, to bring pure magic to your home or office space!

VERONICA VALENCIA(images courtesy of Love Ala Photography)

THE SOPHIE SOHO PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord / 975-Galvanized
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Location

As shown in 390-Teal / SWH-Standard White Cord
THE LOLA SOHO PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord / 975-Galvanized
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 495-Sherbert Orange / 12” / CRZ-Red Chevron Cord
THE BLAKE SOHO PENDANT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8' of Standard Cord | 975-Galvanized
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 490-Magenta / CRZ-Red Chevron Cord

THE OLIVIA SOHO SCONCE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8" Sconce | 975-Galvanized
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 495-Sherbert Orange

THE LUX SOHO STUDIO LIGHT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 18" Suspension Cable with Black Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Canopy and Cable Finish: 975-Galvanized
Max Wattage Per Socket:
60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 480-Blush Pink

THE PENELlope SOHO STEM MOUNT
Finish: Multiple
Mounting: (2) 6" Stems Included with Coupler | 975-Galvanized
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 790-Lavender / 12" Shade

THE VERONICA VALENCIA DOWNTOWN MINIMALIST CORD HUNG PENDANT
Cup Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8" of Standard Cord | 16" of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket:
60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations
(Except When Cotton Cord Mounted)

As shown in 490-Magenta / CSBW-Black & White
Cloth Cord / G40 Half-Chrome Bulb
VINTAGE INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

Our collection of Vintage Industrial Lighting spans years of historic designs from the turn of the century to the industrial age. These rugged utilitarian light fixtures bring a nostalgic touch to traditional homes, urban lofts, or commercial businesses that want lighting above and beyond builder-basic fixtures. From bare bulb pendants and Mason jars to re-purposed acetylene tank tops, these vintage reproduction lights will bring a touch of history to your space.

THE MIG RETRO STEEL INDUSTRIAL PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in Yellow / SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE MINIMALIST COPPER CAGE PENDANT

Socket and Canopy Finish: Copper
Mounting: Multiple Twist Cord Options
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Dry Location Use Only

As shown with Black Wire Cage / TBK-Black Cotton Twist Cord / Nostalgic Edison-Style 1910 Era 60W Light Bulb

THE BALL JAR PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations

As shown in 975-Galvanized / SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE MINIMALIST POLISHED BRASS CAGE PENDANT

Socket and Canopy Finish: Polished Brass
Mounting: Multiple Twist Cord Options
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Dry Location Use Only

As shown with Brass Wire Cage / TBK-Black Cotton Twist Cord / Nostalgic Edison-Style 1910 Era 60W Light Bulb
THE MINIMALIST RAW BRASS PENDANT
Socket & Canopy Finish: Raw Brass
Mounting: Multiple Twist Cord Options
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Dry Location Use Only

As shown with TBK-Black Cotton Twist Cord / Nostalgic Edison-Style 1910 Era 60W Light Bulb

THE INDY PENDANT
Socket Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Dry Location Use Only

As shown with Black Socket / On/Off Turn Key / SBK-Standard Black Cord / Victorian 40W Edison Light Bulb

THE RETRO BASIC PORCELAIN & GALVANIZED PENDANT
Finish: Vintage Leviton Porcelain Base
Mounting: Choice of Galvanized Stem Length (½” Stem Dia.)
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ½” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Non-UL Listed / Manufactured with UL Components

As shown with 12” Stem / 40W Nostalgic Light Bulb

THE RETRO RENOVATION PORCELAIN & GALVANIZED PENDANT
Finish: Vintage Leviton Porcelain Base
Mounting: Choice of Galvanized Stem Length (½” Stem Dia.)
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ½” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Non-UL Listed

As shown with 12” Stem / 40W Squirrel Cage Nostalgic Light Bulb

THE VINTAGE BALL PERFECT BLUE MASON JAR PENDANT
Socket & Canopy Finish: Zinc Lid with Blue Ball Jar
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Features: Original Vintage Ball Perfect Mason Blue Jars
Condition: Each Jar Is An Original, and Finishes Will Vary
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations

As shown with TBK-Black Cotton Twist Cord

THE URBAN RAW COPPER PENDANT
Finish: Solid Raw Copper
Glass: Frosted Square Shade Included
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Number of Sockets: 1
Note: Non-UL Listed, Manufactured with UL Components.

As shown with 12” Stem
The time-honored appeal of barn lighting has received a contemporary update, now incorporating the latest LED innovations from Cree—a leader in the field. These LED modules emit a warm, white light similar to incandescent bulbs, however, our LED lighting is about 85% more energy efficient than more traditional sources of light. That means our LED fixtures consume less electricity to produce the same amount of light, allowing for unprecedented environmental sustainability and long-term financial savings.
**THE STARFIRE RADIAL WAVE LED SCONCE**

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** Sconce
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6 ¾” Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb / 2000LM Compares to 150W INC. Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 14” / 850 Lumen LED / Domed Lens

---

**THE REGALIA EMBLEM PORCELAIN LED SIGN LIGHT**

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** Multiple
- **Backplate Dimensions:** 2 ¼” Proj. x 6 ½” Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb / 2000LM Compares to 150W INC. Bulb / 3000LM Compares to 200W INC. Bulb / 4000LM Compares to 250W Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K for 850 & 1250 Lumens, 2700K or 4000K for 2000 + 3000 Lumens / 4000K for 4000 Lumens
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 765-Delphite Blue / 10” / G15 Arm / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens

---

**THE BENJAMIN® DOMINION PORCELAIN LED STEM MOUNT**

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** Multiple
- **Ceiling Canopy Dimensions:** 4½”H x 5¾” Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb / 2000LM Compares to 150W INC. Bulb / 3000LM Compares to 200W INC. Bulb / 4000LM Compares to 250W Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K for 850 & 1250 Lumens, 2700K or 4000K for 2000 + 3000 Lumens / 4000K for 4000 Lumens
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 12” / 12” Stem / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens / Hang Straight Canopy

---

**THE COLBY LED PENDANT**

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** Multiple
- **Ceiling Canopy Dimensions:** 5” Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb / 2000LM Compares to 150W INC. Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K CR90
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Damp Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 605-Rust / SBK-Standard Black Cord / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens
THE WHEELER™ AVALON PORCELAIN LED WALL SCONCE

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** Sconce
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6¼" Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K CRI90
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 12" / 850 Lumen LED / Domed Lens

THE ORIGINAL™ WAREHOUSE LED PENDANT 24” & 28”

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** Sconce
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6¼" Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K CRI90
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 24” / SBK-Standard Black Cord / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens

THE LARAMIE LED GOOSENECK

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** Multiple
- **Bakplate Dimensions:** 2 ¼" Proj. x 6 ½" Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K CRI90
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 12" / G32 Arm / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens

THE IVANHOE® DINO PORCELAIN LED PENDANT

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** 8’ of Standard Black Cord / 6’ of Cotton Cord
- **Ceiling Canopy Dimensions:** 4 ½” H x 5 ¾” Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K or 4000K
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Damp Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 150-Black / 14” / SBK-Standard Black Cord / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens

THE OLD DIXIE LED SCONCE

- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Mounting:** Sconce
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6¼" Dia.
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K CRI90
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations
- **Note:** No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 800-Industrial Grey / 13” / 850 Lumen LED / Domed Lens

THE PRINCIPAL CLEAR SCHOOLHOUSE LED SEMI-FLUSH MOUNT LIGHT

- **Finish:** Flush Mount
- **Ceiling Canopy:** H 4½” x Dia. 5¾”
- **LED Lumen Comparison:** 850LM Compares to 60W INC. Bulb / 1250LM Compares to 75W INC. Bulb
- **LED Color Temperature:** Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K CRI90
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 705-Navy / Clear Small Glass / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens

www.barnlight.com  •  800-407-8784
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>THE BANTAM ARTESIA LED PENDANT</strong></th>
<th><strong>THE BENJAMIN® UNION PORCELAIN LED STEM MOUNT</strong></th>
<th><strong>THE GOODRICH® STERLING DEEP CONE PORCELAIN LED GOOSENECK</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finish:</strong> Multiple</td>
<td><strong>Finish:</strong> Multiple</td>
<td><strong>Finish:</strong> Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mounting:</strong> Multiple</td>
<td><strong>Mounting:</strong> Multiple</td>
<td><strong>Mounting:</strong> Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backplate Dimensions:</strong> 4 ½” H x 5 ⅞” Dia.</td>
<td><strong>Ceiling Canopy Dimensions:</strong> 4⅛”H x 5⅛” Diameter</td>
<td><strong>Backplate Dimensions:</strong> 2 ¼” Proj. x 6 ½” Dia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LED Lumen Comparison:</strong> 850LM Compares to 60W INC.</td>
<td><strong>LED Lumen Comparison:</strong> 850LM Compares to 60W INC.</td>
<td><strong>LED Lumen Comparison:</strong> 850LM Compares to 60W INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As shown in 600-Bronze / 10” / CSBG-Black &amp; Gold Cloth Cord / 850 Lumen LED / Domed Lens</td>
<td>As shown in 150-Black / 14” / 18” Stem / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens</td>
<td>As shown in 250-White / 12” / G26 Brushed Aluminum Arm / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>THE GOODRICH® ESSO PORCELAIN LED GOOSENECK</strong></th>
<th><strong>THE WESCO LED STEM MOUNT</strong></th>
<th><strong>THE SCHOOLHOUSE COPPER LED GOOSENECK LIGHT</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finish:</strong> Multiple</td>
<td><strong>Finish:</strong> Multiple</td>
<td><strong>Finish:</strong> Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mounting:</strong> Multiple</td>
<td><strong>Mounting:</strong> Multiple</td>
<td><strong>Mounting:</strong> Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backplate Dimensions:</strong> 2 ¼” Proj. x 6 ½” Dia.</td>
<td><strong>LED Lumen Comparison:</strong> 850LM Compares to 60W INC.</td>
<td><strong>Backplate Dimensions:</strong> 2 ¼” Proj. x 6 ½” Dia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LED Lumen Comparison:</strong> 850LM Compares to 60W INC.</td>
<td><strong>LED Lumen Comparison:</strong> 850LM Compares to 60W INC.</td>
<td><strong>LED Lumen Comparison:</strong> 850LM Compares to 60W INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LED Color Temperature:</strong> Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K or 4000K</td>
<td><strong>LED Color Temperature:</strong> Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K or 4000K</td>
<td><strong>LED Color Temperature:</strong> Cree TrueWhite® Technology, 2700K or 4000K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 10” / G26 Arm / 850 Lumen LED / Flat Lens</td>
<td>As shown in 500-Buttery Yellow / 12” / 18” Galvanized Stem / Hang Straight Canopy / 850 Lumen LED / Domed Lens</td>
<td>As shown in 995-Raw Copper / Large Glass / Black Double Painted Band / G15 Arm / 850 Lumen LED / Domed Lens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE SYDNEY LED GOOSENECK LIGHT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 1/4" Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600 LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 12" / G22 Arm / Guard & Frosted Glass

THE ATOMIC TOPLESS STREAMLINE LED INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Sconce
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 6 1/2" Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600 LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Only when mounted vertically)
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 975-Galvanized / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard / Frosted Glass

ATOMIC TOPLESS LED INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Sconce
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4 1/4" Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600 LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: Listed for Wet Locations (Only When Mounted Vertically)
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 601-Chocolate / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard / Honey Crackle Glass

THE DOUBLE MARKET LED INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Sconce
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4 1/4" Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600 LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 2
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 100-Black / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard / Smoke Crackle Glass

THE LED INDUSTRIAL GUARD GOOSENECK

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 1/4" Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600 LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 300-Dark Green / G11 Arm / CGG-Standard Cast Guard / Clear Crackle Glass

THE WALLABY LED FLUSH MOUNT PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Flush Mount
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 1/4" Dia. x 1" H
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600 LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 100-Black / 14" / Clear Glass
THE OUTBACK LED GOOSENECK

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 16” / 400-Barn Red Guard / Clear Crackle Glass / G12 Arm

THE BRIDGEPORT VINTAGE INDUSTRIAL LED CHAIN HUNG PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 5” Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 14” / CRZ-Red Chevron Cord / Smoke Crackle Glass

THE CHEROKEE LED GOOSENECK LIGHT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 605-Rust / 16” / G34 Arm / Frosted Glass

THE ROCHESTER VINTAGE INDUSTRIAL LED STEM MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Wall Canopy: 4 ¼” Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 250-White / 16” / 12” Stem / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard in 975-Galvanized / Frosted Glass

THE ATOMIC LED INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Wall Canopy: 5 ½” Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 615-Oil-Rubbed Bronze / Frosted Glass

THE ROOSEVELT VINTAGE INDUSTRIAL LED CHAIN HUNG PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 5” Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 14” / CRZ-Red Chevron Cord / Smoke Crackle Glass

THE ATOMIC LED INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Wall Canopy: 4 ¼” Dia.
LED Lumen Comparison: 1600LM Compares to 100W INC. Bulb
LED Color Temperature: Cree’s 2-Step EasyWhite® Technology / 2700K, 3500K and 4000K - 80 CRI Minimum
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 400-Barn Red / CGG-Standard Cast Guard / Ribbed Glass
SCHOOLHOUSE LIGHTING

Born when lighting manufacturers began concealing bare bulbs behind ornate glass shades, these iconic designs were originally found in public buildings and government offices. We’ve recreated these timeless looks with milky opaque and clear schoolhouse shades. The clear shades offer more brightness, while the opaque option casts a warm, inviting glow. Popular as both stem mount and cord hung pendants, these American-made fixtures are also available as wall sconces, multi-light chandeliers, goosenecks and bathroom vanity lights.

THE MASCOT SCHOOLHOUSE SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Sconce
Backplate Dimensions: 6 ¼” Diameter
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent (Bulb Not Included)
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 100-Black / Small Clear Glass with Triple Stripe
In addition to our porcelain and powder coat shades, we manufacture many of the same shapes and designs in elegant brass and copper. Whether you’re trying to preserve the appearance of a historic building, renovating a trendy, downtown loft, or making over a classically-styled farm house, copper and brass go with nearly any design scheme or color palette. These metals transcend particular styles and eras, remaining fashionable in any space as its look morphs and evolves throughout the years. The recent rebirth in brass and copper’s popularity is largely due to this flexibility, along with an innate warmth and sophistication.

Beginning as a flat piece of metal, each shade in this collection is meticulously crafted by our team of dedicated metal spinners. When allowed to age naturally, the raw copper develops into a rich patina. However, polishing the copper regularly preserves its initial shiny aesthetic. To play up the vintage appeal for both copper and brass, opt for one of the stylish finish options.

THE BOWIE COPPER WALL SCONCE

Finish: 995-Raw Copper
Mounting: Sconce
Backplate Dimensions: 5 ¼" Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 995-Raw Copper / 6"
THE ASTRO BRASS PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Black Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 998-Weathered Brass / 12” / SBK-Standard Black Cord

THE ECLIPSE COPPER PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord | 6’ of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 995-Raw Copper / 8” / CSBB-Black & Brown Cloth Cord

THE WESCO DEEP BOWL COPPER STEM MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4¹/₄” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 996-Weathered Copper / 12” / Canopy & Hex Cover / 12” Stem

THE COLBY BRASS PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Black Cord | 6” of Cotton Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 997-Raw Brass / SBK-Standard Black Cord

The Original™ Copper Gooseneck, 14” in 995-Raw Copper with Backing Plate Cover, Hex Cover, and G22 Arm
THE DRAKE COPPER GOOSENECK

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 999-Oil-Rubbed Copper / 14” / G22 Arm

THE CHESTNUT BRASS GOOSENECK

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 997-Raw Brass / 10” / G22 Arm

THE MARITIME COPPER GOOSENECK

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Backplate Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 995-Raw Copper / 14” / G14 Arm
THE OUTBACK BRASS STEM MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 997-Raw Brass / 12” / Black Guard / Honey Crackle Glass / 12” Black Stem

THE UNIVERSAL COPPER STEM MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 995-Raw Copper / 16” / Canopy & Hex Cover / 24” Stem

THE RADIAL WAVE COPPER STEM MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 995-Raw Copper / 12” / 18” Stem in Brushed Aluminum

THE FARGO COPPER PENDANT

Finish: Multiple
Cup: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Diameter
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 995-Raw Copper / 5” / 975-Galvanized Cup with Arms / 975-Galvanized Paddle Switch / SWH-Standard White Cord / Victorian 40W Edison Light Bulb

THE MARITIME BRASS STEM MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Multiple
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on this Product

As shown in 997-Raw Brass / 12” / Canopy & Hex Cover / 6” Stem
Located in downtown Titusville, Florida, in a 100-year-old building that once housed the local hardware store, Playalinda Brewing Company chose to honor the roots of the space by preserving its historical characteristics. Classic reproduction schoolhouse lighting is suspended from the decorative tin ceiling and copper lighting provides a soft glow to complement the 40-foot-long custom copper bar. Hand crafted from first quality materials, these fixtures provide a harmonious accent to the architectural details of this rustic space.

### THE RICHFIELD 2-LIGHT COPPER STEM MOUNT PENDANT

- **Finish**: Multiple
- **Mounting**: Multiple
- **Ceiling Canopy Dimensions**: 4 ½” Dia.
- **Max Wattage Per Socket**: 200W Standard Incandescent
- **Number of Sockets**: 2
- **Use**: CSA Listed for Wet Locations

As shown in 995-Raw Copper / 48” Stem / 18” Arm Mounts / Copper Canopy Cover
Named after The Space City’s go-to beach, Playalinda Brewing’s tasting room lends a laid back atmosphere where you can meet old friends and easily make new ones.

Clockwise, starting from top left: (1) Multiple Indy Industrial Copper Pendants wrapped around a circular base to create a unique, custom fixture; (2) Porcelain Enamel “Welcome” Sign, $29.00 ea.; (3) The Bowie Copper Wall Sconce, 6” in 999-Oil-Rubbed Copper
The Brass Bowie Wall Sconce, 8” in 997-Raw Brass

WALL SCONCES

Representing the perfect union of function and style, our line of wall sconces brings a touch of light to undersized spaces. Contributing to the looks of front porches and hallways, as well as commercial venues like intimate restaurants, sconces hug the walls more closely than goosenecks and other options. Echoing your individual tastes, this collection encompasses the rustic designs of the Atomic Age, the industrial-chic aesthetic developed in SoHo, and the vintage styles of early 20th century barn lighting. Built-to-order, these fixtures are easily customized with our arsenal of finish colors and accessories.
**First row, from left:** Atomic Topless Industrial Guard Sconce in 975-Galvanized; The Bowie, 6” in 605-Rust; The Laramie, 12” in 400-Barn Red. **Second row, from left:** The Old Dixie, 11” in 400-Barn Red; The Fargo in 100-Black with 975-Galvanized Arm, Wire Cage and Paddle Switch; The Starfire Radial Wave, 12” in 700-Royal Blue, Plug-In Option with CSUW-Blue & White Cloth Cord. **Third row, from left:** The Ashland, 12” in 300-Dark Green with CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Ribbed Glass; The Laramie Wall Sconce in 200-White; The Wesco, 12” in 975-Galvanized with Wire Cage.
THE FARGO WALL SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Sconce
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations

As shown in 705-Navy / Wire Cage / 40W Thread Edison Light Bulb
THE STARFIRE RADIAL WAVE SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 6 ¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
(Damp Location Only for Plug-In)

As shown in 14” / 400-Barn Red / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Clear Glass

THE INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4 ¾” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
(Only When Mounted Vertically)

As shown in 975-Galvanized / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Frosted Glass

THE ATOMIC STREAMLINE INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 6 ½” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
(Only When Mounted Vertically)

As shown in 600-Bronze / WGG-Wire Guard & Clear Crackle Glass

THE INDUSTRIAL STATIC TOPLESS RING SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 6 ½” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
(Only When Mounted Vertically)

As shown in 411-Cherry Red / Honey Crackle Glass

THE ATOMIC TOPLESS STREAMLINE RING SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 6 ½” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
(Only When Mounted Vertically)

As shown in 100-Black / Ribbed Glass

ALSO AVAILABLE IN LED
### THE ASTRO SCONCE
- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6 ¼” Dia.
- **Max Wattage Per Socket:** 200W Standard Incandescent
- **Note:** Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Damp Location Only For Plug-In)

As shown in 800-Industrial Grey / 16”

### THE MINI ECLIPSE SCONCE
- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 5” Dia.
- **Max Wattage Per Socket:** 60W Standard Incandescent
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Damp Locations

### THE ORIGINAL™ SCONCE
- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6 ¼” Dia.
- **Max Wattage Per Socket:** 200W Standard Incandescent
- **Note:** Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Damp Location Only For Plug-In)

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 12” / Wire Cage in 975-Galvanized

### THE ARLINGTON SCONCE
- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6 ¼” Dia.
- **Max Wattage Per Socket:** 200W Standard Incandescent
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Damp Location Only For Plug-In)

As shown in 200-White / 8”

### THE CHESTNUT SCONCE
- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6 ¼” Dia.
- **Max Wattage Per Socket:** 200W Standard Incandescent
- **Note:** Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Damp Location Only For Plug-In)

As shown in 100-Black / 12” / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Ribbed Glass

### THE DISTRICT SCONCE
- **Finish:** Multiple
- **Wall Canopy Dimensions:** 6 ¼” Dia.
- **Max Wattage Per Socket:** 200W Standard Incandescent
- **Note:** Max wattage is 100W Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
- **Number of Sockets:** 1
- **Use:** CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Damp Location Only For Plug-In)

As shown in 600-Bronze / 16”

---

www.barnlight.com • 800-407-8784

---

Also available in LED wall sconces.
THE CANAL STREET SOHO SCONCE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting Finish: 975-Galvanized
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 420-Orange

THE DOWNTOWN MINIMALIST PLUG-IN SCONCE
Finish: Multiple
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations
As shown in 311-Jadite / CRZ-Red Chevron Cord / 1890 Era 40W Edison-Style Light Bulb

THE LAFAYETTE STREET SOHO SCONCE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting Finish: 975-Galvanized
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 60W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 500-Buttery Yellow

THE HOUSTON STREET SOHO SCONCE
Finish: Multiple
Mounting Finish: 975-Galvanized
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4¼” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
As shown in 700-Royal Blue / 12”

THE LOVELL PORCELAIN PLUG-IN SCONCE
Finish: Multiple
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Adjustable Head Swivels to 90°
Max Wattage Per Socket: Type A: 40W Candelabra Base
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations
As shown in 455-Cherry Red / 997-Raw Brass Arm / SBK-Standard Black Cord

ANCHORAGE BULKHEAD WALL MOUNT
Finish: Multiple
Large Shade: 10” Dia. x 5” Proj.
Glass: Frost Ribbed Lens
Max Wattage Per Socket: Large: 100W
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: UL Listed for Wet Locations
No Returns Accepted on this Product
As shown in 200-White / Large
DOUBLE MARKET INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple  
Projection: 9 1/4”  
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4 1/4” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 2  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Only when mounted horizontally)

As shown in 975-Galvanized / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Clear Glass

ATOMIC TOPLESS DOUBLE MARKET INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple  
Projection: 11 1/2”  
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4 1/4” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 2  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations (Only when mounted horizontally)

As shown in 400-Barn Red / TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Clear Glass

ATOMIC TOPLESS DOUBLE INDUSTRIAL GUARD SCONCE

Finish: Multiple  
Projection: 9 1/4”  
Wall Canopy Dimensions: 4 1/4” Dia.  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Number of Sockets: 2  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations (only when mounted horizontally)

As shown in 100-Black / WGG-Wire Guard & Clear Glass
FRESHMAN 2-LIGHT CLEAR SCHOOLHOUSE VANITY

Finish: Multiple
Glass Size: Dia. 10” x H 6½”
Overall Dimensions: W 27” x Proj. 22 ¾”
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 2
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 200-White / Black Triple Band

UNIVERSAL GOOSENECK DOUBLE VANITY

Finish: Multiple
Vanity Wall Plate: 24” W x 6” H x 1¼” D
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 2
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 300-Dark Green

AUSTIN 2-LIGHT VANITY SCONCE

Finish: Multiple
Shade Sizes: 8” or 10”
Vanity Wall Plate: 24” W x 6” H x 1¼” D
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 2
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 100-Black / 8” Shades

ALSO AVAILABLE IN LED
THE MAVEN CHANDELIER

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Brown Jute Rope, White Nautical Rope or Stems w/ 12” Adjustable Chain and Standard Cord
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 5” Dia.
Max Wattage Per Socket: 40W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 8
Use: CSA Listed for Dry Locations

As shown in 600-Bronze / Brown Jute Rope / SBK-Standard Black Cord / Nostalgic Edison 1890-Era Light Bulbs
CHANDELIERS

Spanning the full array of shade styles we produce, our assortment of chandeliers is harmonious with chic, modern design sensibilities and more traditionally-styled spaces. Often used to define a room’s overall sense of style, chandeliers demand attention as they project light downward—becoming the centerpiece of any décor. Suitable for residential spaces—like dining rooms, game rooms and kitchens—our chandeliers are also built to withstand installation in high-volume commercial locations such as restaurants, pubs and retail venues. Choose from simple two or three-light chandeliers to larger eight or ten-light pendants for the ultimate style statement.

THE ATOMIC TOPLESS MULTI-LIGHT CHANDELIER

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: 8’ of Standard Cord per Socket | 6’ of Cotton Cord per Socket
Ceiling Canopy Dimensions: 10 ¼" Dia
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Number of Sockets: 3
Use: CSA Listed for Damp Locations

As shown in 975-Galvanized / CSUW-Blue & White Cloth Cord / Standard Cast Guard / Smoke Crackle Glass

From Bottom Left: The Calico Chandelier, 705-Navy, 3-Light, CSW-White Cloth Cord; The Orbiter 4-Light Chandelier, 975-Galvanized, 18” Stem, Standard Canopy, CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Frosted Glass; The Cairo Chandelier, 601-Chocolate, 5-Light, CSGW-Gold & White Cloth Cord
First row, from left: The Saturn-Vega 4-Light Chandelier, 600-Bronze, TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Frosted Glass with 12” stem; The Junior 4-Light Clear Schoolhouse Chandelier, 100-Black, Small Glass with Black Triple Stripe with 18” Stem; The Indy Industrial Multi-Light Chandelier, 3-Light, Black Sockets, 100-Black Canopy, CSBW-Black & White Cloth Cord with 30W Hairpin Edison Light Bulbs. Second row, from left: The Canal Street SoHo 4-Light Chandelier, 390-Teal with 12” Stem; The Ulysses 4-Light Chandelier, 975-Galvanized, TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Frosted Glass with 24” Stem; The Alma Mater Schoolhouse Chandelier, Small Glass with Jadite Single Stripe with 18” 975-Galvanized Stem. Third row, from left: The Sputnik 4-Light Chandelier in 100-Black, TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Frosted Glass with 12” Stem; The Lafayette Multi-Light Chandelier, 490-Magenta with SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Von Braun 4-Light Chandelier, 12” Shades in 975-Galvanized with 18” Stem.
THE ASSEMBLY 3-LIGHT CHANDELIER
311-Jadite, SWH-Standard White Cord with TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard & Clear Glass

THE FACTORY OVERHEAD 6-LIGHT CHANDELIER
975-Galvanized, 48” Stem with Hang Straight Canopy, CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Frosted Glass

PARABOLIC 3-LIGHT CHANDELIER
390-Teal, 36” Stem in 100-Black, 40W 1890 Era Edison Light Bulbs

BENJAMIN® FORTIFIED 3-LIGHT PORCELAIN STEM MOUNT PENDANT
355-Jadite, 16” Shades, 18” Stem in 980-Brushed Aluminum
TABLE LAMPS

Inspired from the 1940s, these portable, plug-in table lamps showcase a classic barn-style design with modern enhancements perfect for your home. Featuring aluminum shades, inline on/off switch, and weighted table mount, these vintage industrial table lamps are perfect for the office, nightstand, or reading nook. American made from commercial grade materials, our collection of Table Lamps is easy to customize with your choice of durable powder coat finish color, plus stem and cording options.
**First row, from left:** The Admiral Retro Desk Lamp in 400-Barn Red, 13” Shade with 12” Stem, CSRW-Red & White Cloth Cord; The Drake Retro Desk Lamp in 705-Navy, 12” Shade with 12” Stem, SWH-Standard White Cord; The Original™ Retro Desk Lamp in 300-Dark Green, 12” Shade with 12” Stem, SWH-Standard White Cord. **Second row, from left:** The Maritime Retro Desk Lamp in 200-White, 12” Shade with 12” Stem, CSRW-Red & White Cloth Cord; The Astro Retro Desk Lamp in 975-Galvanized, 12” Shade with 18” Stem, SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Lovell Brass Task Lamp in 998-Weathered Brass Weathered with Brass Stem, SBK-Standard Black Cord. **Third row, from left:** The Lovell Porcelain Task Lamp in 150-Black with 997-Raw Brass Stem, SBK-Standard Black Cord; The Lovell Task Lamp in 490-Magenta with 975-Galvanized Stem, CSBW-Black & White Cloth Cord.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Our selection of exterior lighting houses durably constructed fixtures serving any commercial and residential needs. Designed to fulfill practical purposes, post mount lights are typically used to brighten parking lots, sidewalks, patios, docks and other outdoor areas.

Not limited to making outdoor areas safer, more functional spaces, exterior lighting also adds a distinct personality to your home. These lights are loaded with curb appeal, in many instances becoming the focal point of exterior spaces.

THE ASTRO INDUSTRIAL GUARD POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Mounting: Post Mount
Post Mount Fitter: 3" Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 12" / Clear Glass / 8' Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized
STERLING DEEP CONE REFLECTOR
DOUBLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Post Mount Dimensions: 30”H x 37”
Proj. Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat Finish
Pipe Dimensions: 3/4-14 N.P.T.
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W
Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W
Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 2
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 550-Yellow / 14” / Post Mount in 200-White / 8’ Smooth Pole in 200-White

SKY CHIEF DOUBLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Post Mount Dimensions: 30”H x 37”
Proj. Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat Finish
Pipe Dimensions: 3/4-14 N.P.T.
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W
Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W
Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 2
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 355-Jadite / 17” / Post Mount in 975-Galvanized / 8’ Fluted Pole in 975-Galvanized

AERO DECORATIVE SINGLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Post Mount Dimensions: 30”H x 20½”
Proj. Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat Finish
Pipe Dimensions: 3/4-14 N.P.T.
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W
Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W
Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 150-Black / 14” / Post Mount in 975-Galvanized / 8’ Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized

AVALON SINGLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Post Mount Dimensions: 30”H x 20½”
Proj. Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat Finish
Pipe Dimensions: 3/4-14 N.P.T.
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W
Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W
Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 765-Delphite Blue / 14” / Wire Cage in 975-Galvanized / Post Mount in 975-Galvanized / 8’ Fluted Pole in 975-Galvanized

THE SKY CHIEF SINGLE DECORATIVE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple
Post Mount Dimensions: 30”H x 20½”
Proj. Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat Finish
Pipe Dimensions: 3/4-14 N.P.T.
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum w/ Powdercoat
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W
Standard Incandescent
Note: Max wattage is 100W
Standard Incandescent with cast guard addition.
Number of Sockets: 1
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 16” / CGG-Standard Cast Guard & Ribbed Glass / Post Mount in 975-Galvanized / 10’ Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized
SEASIDE RADIAL WAVE REFLECTOR DOUBLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 2  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole  

As shown in 550-Yellow / 16” / 8' Smooth Pole in 200-White

SKY CHIEF DECORATIVE DOUBLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 2  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole  

As shown in 455-Cherry Red / 16” / Wire Cages in 975-Galvanized / 8’ Fluted Pole in 975-Galvanized

UNION SINGLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole  

As shown in 350-Vintage Green / 14” / CGG-Standard Cast Guard in 975-Galvanized & Frosted Glass / 8’ Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized

WILCOX DOUBLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 2  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole  

As shown in 850-Graphite / 14” / 8’ Smooth Pole in 100-Black

AVALON DECORATIVE DOUBLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 200W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 2  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole  

As shown in 150-Black / 14” / 8’ Fluted Pole in 100-Black

STERLING DEEP CONE DECORATIVE SINGLE POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3” Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole  

As shown in 750-Cobalt Blue / 14” / 8’ Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized

NOTE: MAX WATTAGE IS 100W STANDARD INCANDESCENT WITH CAST GUARD ADDITION.
THE ORIGINAL™ INDUSTRIAL GUARD POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3" Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 400-Barn Red / 12" / Frosted Glass / 8’ Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized

THE RADIAL WAVE INDUSTRIAL GUARD POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3" Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 975-Galvanized / 12" / Ribbed Glass / 8’ Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized

THE OLD DIXIE INDUSTRIAL GUARD POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3" Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 100-Black / 13" / Ribbed Glass / 8’ Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized

THE UNIVERSAL INDUSTRIAL GUARD POST MOUNT

Finish: Multiple  
Mounting: Post Mount  
Post Mount Fitter: 3" Heavy Duty Alum. w/ Powdercoat Finish  
Max Wattage Per Socket: 100W Standard Incandescent  
Optional Direct Burial Pole: 8’-12’ Smooth or Fluted Heavy Duty Aluminum with Powdercoat Finish  
Number of Sockets: 1  
Use: CSA Listed for Wet Locations  
Note: No Returns Accepted on Direct Burial Pole

As shown in 600-Bronze / 12" / Ribbed Glass / 8’ Smooth Pole in 975-Galvanized
PORCELAIN ENAMEL

- 150-Black
- 250-White
- 350-Vintage Green
- 355-Jadite
- 455-Cherry Red
- 550-Yellow
- 650-Bronze
- 750-Cobalt Blue
- 765-Delphite Blue
- 850-Graphite
- 950-Metallic Chrome

POWDER COAT

- 100-Black
- 105-Textured Black
- 200-White
- 300-Dark Green
- 307-Emerald Green
- 370-Mint
- 380-Chartreuse
- 390-Teal
- 400-Barn Red
- 420-Orange
- 470-Watermelon
- 480-Blush Pink
- 490-Magenta
- 500-Buttery Yellow
- 570-Sunflower
- 600-Bronze
- 601-Chocolate
- 605-Rust
- 700-Royal Blue
- 705-Navy
- 800-Industrial Grey
- 805-Charcoal Granite
- 975-Galvanized

NATURAL FINISHES

- 995-Raw Copper
- 996-Weathered Copper
- 999-Oil-Rubbed Copper
- 997-Raw Brass
- 998-Weathered Brass
LIGHTING ACCESSORIES

CLR-Clear Glass  FST-Frosted Glass  RIB-Ribbed Glass  CCR-Clear Crackle Glass  HCR-Honey Crackle Glass  SMK-Smoke Crackle Glass  
TGG-Heavy Duty Cast Guard  WGG-Wire Guard  CGG-Standard Cast Guard  Wire Guard  Dusk-to-Dawn Photocell

CORD OPTIONS  *CSA-LISTED FOR DAMP LOCATIONS

SBK-Standard Black  
CSW-White Cloth  
CSGW-Gold & White Cloth  
CSR-Red Cloth  
CSB-Black Cloth  
CSBW-Black & White Cloth  
CSBG-Black & Gold Cloth  
CSRW-Red & White Cloth  
CSBP-Black & Pink Cloth  
SWH-Standard White  
CSUW-Blue & White Cloth  
CSBB-Black & Brown Cloth  
CSBP-Black & Pink Cloth

CORD OPTIONS  *NON-CSA-LISTED FOR DRY LOCATIONS ONLY

CBK-Black Cotton  
CRZ-Red Chevron  
CMG-Grey Cotton  
TBK-Black Cotton Twist  
TRD-Red Cotton Twist  
TPT-Putty Cotton Twist  
TBW-Black & White Chevron Cotton Twist  
TRW-Red & White Chevron Cotton Twist  
TBB-Brown & Beige Chevron Cotton Twist  
TBR-Brown Cotton Twist
GOOSENECK ARMS

G1

14 3/8"

1/2 - 14 NPT

G2

3/4 - 14 NPT

23"

36 3/4"

39 1/4"

G3

7 1/4"

1/2 - 14 NPT

G4

7 1/2"

3/4 - 14 NPT

G5

1/2 - 14 NPT

12"

20 3/4"

G6

14 1/2"

3/4 - 14 NPT

28 1/2"

G7

3/4 - 14 NPT

10"

40"

42 3/8"

G8

3/4 - 14 NPT

7 1/2"

23 3/4"

G9

3/4 - 14 NPT

11"

47 3/4"

G10

3/4 - 14 NPT

13 1/2"

32 1/8"

36 3/8"

G11

7 1/4"

16 1/4"

G12

1/2 - 14 NPT

11 1/2"

7/8"

G13

3/4 - 14 NPT

11 3/8"

11 3/4"

G14

3/4 - 14 NPT

16 3/8"

G15

3/4 - 14 NPT

16 3/8"
The following sets forth the Barn Light LLC® (“BL”) terms and conditions for the purchase and sale of BL products. All customers making purchase orders hereby acknowledge and agree to be bound by the terms herein. All capitalized terms and phrases found herein which are not the lead word of a sentence are defined herein or in BL’s Terms and Conditions of Use located at www.barnlight.com/terms-of-use.html, which are incorporated herein by reference.

**SALE CANCELLATION, REPLACEMENTS, & RETURN POLICY**

Purchase orders may be cancelled by the customer only within twenty-four (24) hours of placing the purchase order.

To make a cancellation, the customer must provide notice of cancellation by telephone to 1-800-407-8784 or by e-mail to sales@barnlight.com.

If a cancellation is timely made but the product has already begun production, a 20% fee will be incurred.

**RETURNS**

All fixtures are NON-RETURNABLE.

The customer must inspect each shipment and notify BL in writing of any damage to products which arrive damaged in transit within 24 hours of delivery, after which BL shall not replace, repair, credit, or otherwise assume responsibility for any damaged fixture.

In the event that BL delivers a product which is different than the product selected by the customer in the purchase order, BL shall bear the cost of return shipment via common ground carrier to and from the customer. However, the customer is responsible for otherwise complying with the terms of the Sale Cancellation and Return Policy.

BL is not responsible for any damage incurred during return shipping, including approved replacements.

BL assumes no responsibility for issues, problems, or expenses, which may arise from a submitted purchase order which contains errors, and any costs associated with same are the customer’s sole responsibility.

**FREIGHT POLICY**

All freight is Freight on Board from 320 Knox McRae Dr., Titusville, FL 32780

All orders over $2,500.00 shall be shipped Freight Allowed within the Continental U.S. “Freight Allowed” shall mean BL pays for Shipping and deducts the cost of same from the invoiced amount.

Freight Allowance shall not include additional fees including without limitation lift gates, delivery area surcharges, address changes or corrections, and other non-standard charges, as determined at the discretion of BL. These charges are the responsibility of the customer. Any freight charges or outstanding invoice not paid will be considered delinquent.

All shipments will be sent via standard Ground service, unless other shipping is arranged for by customer, and agreed upon by BL, prior to shipment. BL cannot be held responsible for conditions beyond its control, such as severe weather or carrier service interruptions.
TERMS & CONDITIONS

CREDIT TERMS
Commercial customers may apply for Credit Terms by fully completing and submitting a Credit Application once such customer has either paid for orders of $5,000 or demonstrated to BL’s satisfaction that they have the potential for $5,000 in recurring annual purchases. The Credit Application is available by calling 1-800-407-8784 or by e-mailing sales@barnlight.com. BL reserves in its sole discretion the right to determine whether a customer is a “Commercial” customer, whether to extend credit to such customers, and the terms of such credit, all subject to applicable laws.

Until Credit Terms have been extended and approved, payment is due at the time of order.

TAXES
Prices do not include any federal, state or local taxes, or any other taxes or charges imposed by any government authority. Customer is solely responsible for paying all applicable taxes. BL will add sales taxes to the sales price where required by applicable law and Customer will pay such taxes unless Customer provides BL with a duly executed sales tax exemption certificate. BL will not refund tax amounts collected in the event a valid sales tax certificate is not provided.

PRODUCT WARRANTIES & DISCLAIMERS
All lighting products, as shown in this Catalog and stated on www.BarnLight.com, are CSA-Certified. All products, features, specifications and content described in this Catalog and on the Website are subject to change at any time without notice to customers. The inclusion of any products or services in this Catalog or on the Website at any particular time does not warrant that the products or services will be available at any time. Product information provided by BL is not warranted to be correct. Any product measurements or specifications including but not limited to length, width, height, and weight are approximate and provided for convenience only. Product colors may display differently on different devices.

It is the customer’s responsibility to be aware of and obey all applicable local, state, federal and international laws and regulations regarding the possession, use and sale of any item purchased from the Website. By placing a purchase order, the customer represents and warrants that the products ordered will be used in a lawful manner.

Wiring and installation procedures are very complicated and should be attempted by licensed professionals only. Wiring and installation of light products pose serious risk of electric shock which can lead to injury or death. Upon placing a purchase order, the customer acknowledges and agrees to seek the services of a licensed professional to wire and install any product purchased from BL. The customer further waives any claim against BL for any damage or injury which occurs in the wiring or installation of any BL product.

All lighting is warranted by the manufacturer for up to one year to be free of defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and service unless specified otherwise. This warranty will be extended for up to two years on Porcelain Enamel Shades only. We will repair or replace, at our discretion, any product covered under our warranty. No charge backs for materials or labor. Please note that not all finishes are warranted for exterior use. In extreme conditions such as salt water environments, acts of Mother Nature, etc. no other warranties are expressed or implied. Most of our lighting is CSA Listed or made with UL/CSA components; however, please refer to each product’s description to confirm. Light bulbs and the Porcelain Enamel Dinnerware Collection are not included in the limited warranty.
Quick Ship

Featuring the same high quality you have come to expect from Barn Light Electric, our Quick Ship collection features pendants, gooseneck lights, and wall sconces available for shipping in just a few days. Still hand spun from commercial grade materials and assembled in our Florida manufacturing facility, these popular styles can be customized with shade size, finish color, plus mounting and other options. Superior quality, vintage styling, and excellent customer service all available in less time to keep your project on schedule.